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poor experimental data bases.

Furthermore, we find that the dynamics is
much richer than in (\[be1\]) above. Our

results for (\[ge1\]) were obtained by
numerical simulations. We have also

considered the case (\[d1\]) of a more
general membrane. Though we have no
analytical results for this case, we have
been able to simulate the dynamics and
the full spectrum of the Floquet operator.
In particular, we have found solutions in

the time–inverted regime, which are based
on the same mechanisms as the solutions
in (\[be1\]). We find that the solutions in

the time–inverted regime are very
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interesting and may be employed in a new
design of potential pulses. In contrast to

conventional potentials, these
’impulse–like’ solutions allow for a flexible

specification of the pulse. Their control
potentials are considerably larger than the

potentials realized so far [@otb01;
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